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Consider Tenure Changes

Special Council Meetings
By MIKE DUNNERIIANN
A special meeting of the
Academic Council was called on
Thursday. April 24. by Chairman Thomas B. Baird. The
purpose of this meeting was to
consider the changes in the
tenure regulations.
The Council in the 1976-77
school year approved a set of
tenure regulations they wished
to have approved by all four
campuses. Now just recently
the Tenure Committee has
received a reply from the Board
requiring ' some 48 different
changes before it can be ap-

proved. Of the 48 changes only 8
are substantial where as the
others pertain to typing errors.
sentence interpretations. etc.
The Tenure Committee which
is made up of faculty members.
one from each department.
received the revisions only a
week earlier. So rather than
make haste decisions. they
decided to table the approval of
the changes till a later date.
This obviously came at a bad
time. during preregistration. As
Chairman Baird stated. ·the
students come first.' He agreed
that the matter should be put off
to a later date when more

thought can be put to the
matter ..
Some of the modifications
pertain
to
due-process
regulations. There are also
problems in the Grievance
Procedures for non-tenured.
Many pages of the manual are
crossed out and suggestions
have been made for their
removal. Changes will continue
to be made until they are approved University-wide. The
committee continues to work
out the rough spots and predicts
they will be able to bring the
issue
before
the
Board
sometime in June or July.
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UMR Officials
Investigating
Chemical Accident
OHicials at the University of
Missouri-Rolla
are
investigating a chemical accident
which occurred recently in the
Engineering
Research
Laboratory.
Chancellor Joseph M. Marchello has asked for a complete
report on the incident by Eldon
E. Johnson. UMR's safety and
risk management representative, and Dr. Burns E. Hegler,
professor
of
electrical
engineering and chairman of
the campus Safety and Risk
Management Committee.
As a precaution following this
spillage, seven occupants of the
Engineering
Research
Laboratory
building
were
examined
for
possible
dimethyltelluride
exposure.
Blood samples from these
people were taken Friday. April
25. and Monday, April2B. These
samples are being sent to a
for
national
laboratory
analysis.
"This
is
strictly
a
precautionary
measure."
Johnson said. "There is no
evidence at this time of any
serious danger to these people.
These seven are the ones being
checked because they reported
various degrees of nausea,
headaches and similar symptoms alter breathing tellerium
compound [urnes. "
The seven include: Dr. J .
Byron
Nelson,
associate
professor
engineering
Virginia
E.
management;

Students Return To Panama

University of Missouri-Rolla
students and faculty interested
in taking part next year in the
second phase of the Wesley
Foundation-United Ministries
in Higher Education project in
Gilbert, custodian at the Panama are asked to contact
building;
Angelina
Sales,
the director of the project, Dr.
graduate student in civil
J. Derald Morgan. 341-4509.
engineering;
Rodney
. K.
A grant of $32,000 for Phase II
Breuer, graduate student in
of the Christian Technology
civil engineering; Dr. Bobby G.
Action Project has been apWixson. director of the Center
proved by the World Hunger
for International Programs and
Task Force Committee of the
professor of environmental
Board of Higher Education and
health-civil engineering; Sue Ministry
of
the
United
Turner, ·secretary
in
the
Methodist Church.
Engineering
Research
In the first phase. also funded
Laboratory; and Kenneth J .
partly by that agency. students
Haas, supervisor of technical
and faculty buill a water
civil
reservoir for the Kuna Indians
laboratories
for
engineering.
who live on the San Bias Isiands
off the coast of Panama.
According to a preliminary
The new project will involve
study,
the chemical coninternational
students,
tamination occurred Friday,
especially those from Central
April 18. in the solar energy
and South America. The team is
research laboratory. Drs. Jack
expected to include about 15
L. Boone and Thomas P. Van
students
from
third-world
Doren, associate professors of . countries and five from this
electrical engineering, are in
country.
charge of this lab on the second
The year-long project will
.floor
of
the
Engineering
begin in the ·fall semester of the
Research Laboratory.
1980 academic year. Students
The experiment involved selected will take one class each
semester to orient them to the
mixing approximately ' four
grams of dimethyltelluride with SOCiology of the country and to
appropriate technology. They
cadmiumchloride in alcohol.
will also work on service
The attempt was to produce a
projects in both rural and urban
solution which could subareas in this country and will
sequently be sprayed onto a
make a trip to Panama to imheated substrate and serve as a
plement the project or projects
solar collector.
selected to fill the needs of the
Alter this was mixed. two Kuna Indians.
A number of problems of the
containers used to hold the
solution were washed in the Kuna Indians were identified
sink. This resulted in the during the first CTAP project
flushing of a small amount of which was completed in May.
1979. These include: developdimethyltelluride
into
the
ment and installation of water
building's drainage system.

collecting and holding tanks,;
power generation for the one
local hospital in the San Bias
Islands; irrigation needs; and
transportation of fresh water to
the hospital.
Both the first and second

phase of the CTAP were
developed with the assistance of
UMR's Center for International
Programs
and
Studies
(CIPAS). Dr. Bobby G. Wixson,
CIPAS director, has been a
team member on both projects.

Fran kly, Rolla
I DON'T GIVE A DAMN
By BILL FRANK
It's time for me to take my diploma and take a hike. I can thank
UMR for a job and a start on a career, but very little else. The
people here are what ha"s been important to me, and I'm very
grateful for all the opportunities, the lessons learned, the good
times. and my friends' support. My fratermty has prOVided a lot of
all of these, and it is the fraternity that I will remember whe? I
leave. II you haven't been a part of the Greek System, you ve
missed something special about this campus.
Its been said, "It's easy to be a great editor, just print something
for everyone!" I know I haven't pleased everyone - alll ' can say
is that I did try. The "Miner" is among a small handful of college
newspapers in the whole country that isn't controlled directly by
the faculty. We' re proud of that and we hope to keep it that way
believing that's what the students want.
In closing, let me go on record as saying I'm concerned about the
changes I've seen in Rolla. I know traditions for tradition's sake
are stupid, but I'm afraid UMR's administration has lost Sight of
what UMR should be: An outstanding engineering and applied
science college, not a catch-all institution for a wide variety of
disciplines and a haven for wealthy foreigners. The School of Mmes
excelled for over a hundred years without History majors or nurses
- we can do it for another hundred. Our faculty - their quality and
their salaries - should be given top priority to improve our
education.
I'm sure people will disagree with me, but that's their right and I
respect it. The administration needs to remember this is a free
country - students have the right to use their spare time and
participate in whatever activities they choose.
But who asked, and so what?
Summer Sings
There's better things
To come.
Winter wines
The harder times
Are gone.
"Shoot ..
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ents Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar
lendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Even
FRIDAY

We have but

SATURDAY

CAR BASH
Tau Kappa Epsilon will brave a Car Bash a nd TGIAO .Thank God It's
Almost Over, Party on Friday, May 9. Take out your lrustralions with 1\
sledge hammer lor 50 cents a hit or 3 hits lor SI.OO. Beer will also be available
lor 25 cents a draw. The party will be at TKE, 1107 State, Irom 12:00 to~ : 3U.

SWE
The Society of Women Engineers is sponsoring a study break Saturday,
May 10, at Schuman Park from 3:00 to 5:00. Don't let studying lor exams get
you down - come to Schuman Park lor soda and munchies with SWE.

one last
duty ...

IK,PARTY
The Intercollegiate Knights are sponsoring a " FIunJ< Your Finals" party
Friday, May 9 at 8:00 at Delta Sigma Phi , No. 3 ~'ratefnity Drive. A 25 cent
donation at the door will benellt the American Heart ASsoI:ialion . So come-on
over and enjoy some good drink and music while you 1l00d those projecti.
lrom your mind and get primed lor finals week ..

CRY Program
Saves Money
A feasible way to reduce the from' every 1 percent of voltage
need for electricity and prolong reduction. California expects to
the lives of some appliances . achieve a savings this year of
would be for uWities to reduce more than 2.8 billion kilowatt·
the maximum voltage supplled hours of electricity.
to homes from 126 volts to 120
volts. A means used by Kansas
Household appliances, light
City Power '" Light to reduce
the power needed on Jan. 17, bulbs and small motors are
1977 was to reduce the voltage designed to operate within a
by 5 percent. A Kansas City standard range of ll4 to 126
Star article Indicated that volts. When equipment is
customers didn't notice.
designed to operate between ll4
and 126 volts, an acceptable
Some California utilities have range of voltage which the
adopted
a
"conservation utility companies can supply is
voltage reduction"
(CRV) between ll4 to 120 volts. If the
program even though it means maximum allowable voltage
a reduction in their potential was set at 120 volts, the lifetime
electricity sales and revenues. of certain appliances would be
For
example, •
Northern extended. For example, a 60California Pacific Gas and watt light · bulb will last 1000
Electric Company has reduced hours at 120 volts, 1700 hours at
its service voltage level by 3 ll5 volts, but only 600 hours at
percent.
125 volts. Thus, our benefits
from a local CRY program
According to the California
Public Utilities Commission, an would include a lower electric
of
ap- bill and an extended life span
energy . savings
proximately 1 percent results . for appliances.

NODAY
IO&'JOURI GRANTS
"Some students have not picked up their spring MISSOURI GRANT
checks. Please check with the Cashiers Ollice, G·2 Parter Hall or the Student
Financial Aid Ollice lorJurther information. "
UIIR CHEER" YELL-LEADERS
UMR students interested in becoming a cheerleader or yell·leader lor next
laU 's squad may contact either Mary Essner at $4. YY05 or Daniel Siroky at
$4·4841.

And on the
7th day
he puntedlll

T

p
N
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Engineers On Top
Of May Graduates
By William W. Gormly
National News Bureau
College graduates will be
looking for starting salaries
some 5 to ~ percent higher than
those of their I ~7~ counterparts.
according to a recent Northwestern
University
Placement Center survey .
Most in demand by employers
will be engineers. who can
expect an average starling
salary of $20.136 a year. Next in
order with bachelor 's degrees
are computer sci ence majors,
$17.712: m ath and st ati stics
$17,604 :
chemistry .
grads,
$17.124 :
sales-marketing.
$15 . ~3 6 :
accounting, $15.720:
economics-finance.
$14.472 :
administration.
business
$14.100 : liberal arts. $13.296.
The job outlook continues to
improve for college graduates.
with 16 percent more positions
available this year for holders
of bachelor 's degrees and 4'
percent more jobs for those
with master 's degrees. An M .S.
in engineering will command
an average starting salary of
$23,136:
an M .B.A. in a
technical field, $22.632.
InCidentally, when the interview
stage
approaches.
many job counselors are telling
students to leave their resumes
at home. Most interviewers.
according to these consultants.
are not comfortable in the interviewing process, Thus, by
leaving the resume at home. the
job applicant denies the interviewer of this " crutch" or

support. and the grad has a
better chance of directing the
int~rview to his or her advantage.
The unsucceSSful job applicant may find tlie following
reasons for rejection helpful.
Responses from employment
and personnel directors from
one' hundred major business
firms cited the following factors . in order of frequency. as
leading to rejections of job
seekers :
I ) Poor grades or accomplishment level: 2) Personality problems : 3) Lack of
goals and motivation : 4) Lack
of general enthusiasm : 5) Lack
of interest in the firm 's
business: 6) Inability to spell
or write well: 7) Unrealistic
salary requirements : II) Poor
personal appearance : ~) Lack
of maturity and · leadership
potential: 10) Unwillingness to
travel or relocate.
Employers are addressing
the last factor. unwillingness to
by
adding
inrelocate
ducements. ~'or example. with
more married c:ouples both
pursuing careers; employers
are offering support services in
obtaining interviews and job
leads for the other member of
the couple. If the desirable
candidate owns a home or
condominium. the employer
frequently offers (0 purchase
. the candidate's present home
whatever
and
to
provide
assistance is required to obtain
agreeable financing terms on a
residence in the new location.

And here's something else to do when you don't feel like
studying for fina Is ...

PERFECT FOR GRADUA TES"
Webster's New
Twentieth Century
Dictionary
Unabridged Sec~)I1d
Edition
An invaluable reference

work lor home, school , and
ollice .
Over 9 pounds 01 solid ,
uselul , up-to-date inlormation including :
0320 ,000 entries
03000 spot illustrations
016 lull-color pages 01
maps
032 lull-color plates with
more than 1000 additional

Originally Published
at $59 .95

Now

$31 95

Forum Plaza

Rolla

illustrations
0160 pages 01 encyclopedic
supplements and much
more

limited Quantities

Open 9 to 9

364-5432
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student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out I eceiving a

student's attention on til!! part
where the error came in. Thus,
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The Boob Tube -America's Worst
By CHARLES GRIFFIN
National News Bureau
The Boob Tube is now a part
of every American's life. If you
happen to know a recluse. or
think the Amish are free, think
again. The recluse has been
interviewed by David Frost and
the Amish were the subject of
an expose on "60 Minutes. "
The Tube is spreading around
the world. Each day, more and
more people sit down in front of
. it and become hooked. If we
survive for 20 more years, all
mankind's struggles will cease,
for the lamb will lie down with
the
lion
to
watch
the
Roadrunner do in the~ Coyote.
Americans will watch the
Lonesome Samurai and the
Courageous
Cosmonaut.
Russians will tip vodka and bet
on Wrestling From Florida.
Argentines will cry during " As
the World Turns" and Gabonese
will take tea with "Masterpiece
Theater."
In part, this is already happening, but satellite links will
soon be aided by computerized
translators that will first allow
literate Third Worlders to read
what is being said on screen,
and later will instantly speak in
the common tongue of the
locality.
If our advertising and commercial
entertainment
industries continue the way they
have been, the world will be
ours. It will not matter how fine
the quality of national TV in
Bulgaria - who will watch a
matron in armor Sing opera
when they can see the sequel to
an early American hit show,
"Three's Company," called
" Twelve's Swell" and detailing
the incestuous relationships of
the children of Chrissy, Jack
and Janet.

The key is that sex and excitement sell - anything to
anyone.
We know we have a great
selling tool at hand. but we are
not satisfied with what we see.
We sti ll look at TV more than
we do anything else, but we find
faull with it.
Besides the great American
sport of griping, we are subjected to a lot of sideline
commentary - just like what I
am dOing now - from selfproclaimed experts or pollsters.
And what we see on a regular
basis is determined by tightly
controlled polls. You may love
Star
Trek
or
Battlestar
Galactica but the Nielsen
families are not sci-fi buffs.
You can't convince the networks that the ratings may not
reflect reality (although their
news teams regularly are
forced to admit that some
scientific poll they conducted
before an election turned out to
be wrong). The ratings families
know they are raters and they
react
accordingly.
Group
studies have shown that groups
behave differently when they
know they are being studied.
The Nielsen families may well
feel they have a responsibility
to the nation. or they may have
become dulled to the whole
thing. Whatever, they have
become predictable. The more
yuk-yuks, the more tits an ass,
the better the show does. Tits
and ass can 't do it alone
though. Humor can't do it alone.
Action can't do it alone. Innovation can't do it alone. But
once people find something
they like, then they can never
get enough of it. The actors tire
of the show and begin to let it
die.
J

Which brings me to my point.
Because TV is regulated, both
here and elsewhere in the
world, it is more responsive to
its regulators and its powerful
critics than it is to audience
satisfaction.
Professionals in other entertainment fields
film makers. for example - are
with
achieving
concerned
quality in their work. But you
find few production teams dOing
the same thing for TV. Because
church groups, PTA 's and
regulators
complain
about
violence and sex, the shows you
can see at home become more
bland. The hot sex, the
catharsis of violence, the crisis
of high risk retreat to the big
screen or to Home Box Office.
But if the entertainment industry were left to its instincts
- not to Nielsen, to the FCC, to
the Bible-thumping Ministers'
Association, or to the PTA - it
would give us sex, violence.
high conflict. musicals, adventure with familiar themesbecause that is what we like.
That is what we want to see
over and over again.
That is what the whole world
wants to see. That is what has
American
enmade
the
tettainment
industry
the
world 's leader. That is what
sells Coca-Cola and Caddies to
sheiks, Harley-Davidsons to the
Japanese, blue jeans to the
French, and dissent to the
Russians.
When you look m toe can<ly
store window, you get hungry.
We can conquer the world. We
can homogenize the world and
make that global village they
talked about in the 60's.

We are the world's leader in
selling and entertaining on the
tube and the competition isn't
even close. You can't fight wars
if everyone stays home to watch

Charles Griffin currently can
be found in Biloxi, Mississippi ,
where he continues .(0 perfect
the art of the Cheap Shot to a
science.

TV .
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New S.U.B.
Officers Elected
By ROGERM. RAKERS
The new officers and committe directors of the Student
Union Board have been elected.
Also the outstanding committee
member awards were given at
the SUB banquet last Thursday
evening.
Next years president will be
Stan Hadley. Stan is a grad
student in nuclear engineering
and has been. SUB's vice
president for the past year. The
new vice president will be
Yoelit
Shapiro,
a
junior
maJormg
in
electrical
engineering. Yoelit has been the
special ' events director for the
past year. And taking over
secretary will be Nancy Mc-

Nutt. She is a sophomore in
engineering management and
has previously been a SUB
committee member.
The committee directors for
next year are: Dan Vaughanconcerts, Susan Orrell-indoor
rec., Russ Schmiddt-outdoor
rec., Mike Moline-social, and
Rose Emhoff-special events.
The six people who have
received outstanding member
. awards for their work this year
on SUB committees are: Linda
Ponzer, Darrel Miller, Paul
Husted, Rick Griner, Steve
Robertson and Randy Schlitt.
The new preSident, Stan
Hadley said, "This past year
has been an outstanding year
for SUB hopefully we will improve on that next year."
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Letters To The Editor Letters To The Editor Letters
Dear Editor,
We have been informed by
various sources that in the
coming year, the UMR Housing
Authority will not allow women
to live in leased motel
We
feel
this
residences.
restriction is unfair, and we
cannot see why the privilege of
living in motels should be extended to men only. The Co-ed
atmosphere at the motels has
benefitted all the students living
there, and our experiences in
this new system of housing has
helped all of us grow. We have
established close friendships
with these students.
We have made friends, we
have helped each other in our
studies, and we have helped
each other enjoy our year as
students at UMR. Through the
friendships made, we have all
worked for tbe security of each
other. The guys have protected
the girls as much as the girls
have protected the guys. We
hope that the UMR Housing
Authority will reverse their
decision and allow girls to live
in leased Motel Housing.

Miners Make It In Playgirl

Even though we attend a
college with a male-female
ratio of four to one. we greatly
appreciate your magaZine.

Playgirl gives us the opportunity to see a few more
men, rather than all the little
boys we meet on campus.
The twenty-eight girls in our
hall pitched in for our sub-

scription. At twenty-five cents
apiece, we' ve all more than got
our money 's worth. We often
use Playgirl as a study break.
What a way to relax! Our
subscription is nearly expired,

but we're sure you'll see many
of our names on your mailing
list in the future.
The Girls of
Carnahan Hall
University of Missouri

The above letter appeared in
the May 1980 issue of Playgirl.
It was brought to our attention
by a girl who knows where the

real men are. You girls at
Carnahan must realize what
you have to offer is far below
the standards of real men. The

men of UMR don't shop at
Discount Stores. Thank you for
proving again that Rolla
Engineers still have the com-

mon sense we are famous for.
Signed,
The Men of Rollamo Inn
(moreonpg.7)

Bargain Rates

Ann Bender S66Z7
Shawn Simmons 58063
Mary A. Tie ljen 58207

Scott Ferguson 57003
Thomas Moreno 57714
Katherine A. Sillon 58069
Me linda L. Smilh S8092

Carolyn L. Muret 58794
Calhy Koester 57433
Connie S. Mayer 57614

Steven A . Moser 33405

Win-Dow Tsai 58S59
Wade Powell 57870
Kevin Roney S7953
Walter Ley 49890
Lloyd Larkin 58714

Abdallah Meliani 56ISJ
David J. Bueschhorr 54403
David A. Marlelte 57592
Brej Haus 57133
Tony McGaughy 57633
Rick Schmitte 57994
W. Hea ng 57492
Steven CUrtis Winlzrs 5S538

Mark Jelins ke 57315
Mike McClell a nd 57619
Bob Kiesel 57388
Peter Shaw 58038

Steve n Mitchle r 57690

Da n J a mes SiJOB
Travis Rollins 58688
Te rry Riley 57935
J im Cooper 561109

J . Michael Davis 56858
Ca rmac Willi a mson S8360
Ken Wong 58419
James R . WaJey 5&36
Randall L. Reece 58465
Sharon Nevels 57754
Jeffery A. Vaughn 5B258
Grant Ryjir 59540
Greg Courson 56822
Chris Rowland 54731
Don Dulton 56936 ...
Richard W. Biddle 59407
Dan Beato 56614

Louis Werner 55676
l~ne Heitsch 53116
Neal Seyer 58033
Jerry Spindler 58550
Daniel Shillinger 57988
Don Hillis 57235
Jimmy Holloway 57256
Kevin Kemna 58657
Doug Kiminger
V. Wedele 54717
Paul Poleel58436
Charles Lipscomb 57524
Andrew Lippert 57523
DennlsJ . Pirkle 57849
Kerry Woolen S8386
Daniel J . Ouyska 5Tl77
Dav id Pirvell57879
JefC Veteto 58283
Hoaey Nhuyen 59530
Alan Brannan 59530
Dean Wallenberger 58286
Will ";mblom 56970
Kellh .,;lting 56967
Donald Schneider 57996
Brya n P eele 57822
Ha ndy Vidacak 58264
Derek While. ~• •' • • ' • • • '• • • •
Da vid Guyar58431
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equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
wJ)rk that one nut! Recelvimz

Answers

Puzzle

student's attention on til!! part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the I.!I'!!~~_~~~

...T

Linda's Last Words ( ?(?)
Well, Friends Lets Proceed.
This column is dedicated to the
many long hard hours this
person has put into this
newspaper. (That's the MO
Miner in case you don 't know
what you are reading. )
Despite the slanderous article
that
appeared
In
this
publication a few weeks ago - I
AM NOT DEAD. But I do wish
to thank those who sent wreaths
& cards. For those who are
wondering - I did say all those
things I was quoted as saying but not in the context they were
written. Que Sarah Sarah.
This should be the last issue
my work appears in the Miner.
The only reason I may be back
is if I can't make the grade I
need in a class to transfer to
UMC, I hopefully will be con· ·
tinuing
my
education
in
Columbia, starting this fall.
Just think, I am getting out of
Rolla . The Black Hole theory
will be tested!
During my stay here at UMR
I have seen chancellors come
and go. First there was
BlispenhoCC (spelling?) - then
none for over a year - then,
Interim Chancellor Pogue now Marchello. In my opinion
-!think Pogue was the best!
I remember when the malefemale ratio was still 10 to I,
now its only 6to 1. Next year's is
supposed to be 4 or 5 to 1. In ten
years what will it be?

I ' ve seen and known such
great professors as 1'. H.
Beveridge, Norbert Kreidl, and
Jo Barr. Each showed a true
caring for their students. Each
one has left me with fond
memories.

CBN(t~CORNER

ever! Also want to thank my
staCC for all their help. Bob '
Koenig - I mean, what can I
say'l More than once his longwinded pile of trivia has been
good filler. At :lO cents an inch
he made almost as much as me.

._-------------------------,
"-I did say all those things

I
I
II
I

'

d'

'"

1 was quote as saymgL__________________________
I've written under five different editors here on the
Miner, including the notorious
Sam Rucker, devious Ed
Latimer and easy going Paul
Andrew . (I enjoyed the Rucker
Rule the most. )
As a last note - I want to
thank Curtis Adams for being
the best publication advisor

I
I
II '
I

~

Oiana Nau - well she had to
proof all Koenig's stuCC - she
wore out 3 dictionaries.
Then there was Ray - quiet
yet he could really turn out
some interesting copy.
Now for something COI11pletely different.
Aloha,
Linda Marie

Features
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Groundwaves ...
"Drop 'em al)d forget about
it!" Ahhhh! From x-I hours to
zero in one afternoon. This is a
reality that you have to truly
experience to 'appreciate the
absolute. relief.
This
is
something that's become an
annual tradition around here.
We think it may_even evolve
into an epidemic ...
May 6. 1984.
A gray-haired, sloop-backed
old man entered the room . His
by
eyes
were
supported
drooping. wrinkled bags. tired,
defeated. He addressed a group
of similar gents. gathered
around an oak table. silent.
Ole Joe spoke in a cracked,
methodic voice, "Today , the
University of Missouri at Rolla
is dissolved!" The room was
quiet except for the rustling of
paper.

It started with a radical group
at radio station KMAR( chello,
after the administrator who
took away the old station
license and reduced its power to
10 watts. ) The entire staCC of 45
people marched ocr to Parker
Hall and staged a mass dropout-in.
After that it spread like a
swarm of 60's protest marches
to the various departments.
behind the Mining Building.
First it was EE, then Comp Sci
Slowly he rambled out into the
and on and on until the last
Qaudrangle, deftly catching a
student finally dropped out.
- Frisbee behind the back. With a
He was sitting in the KMNR
quick flip of the wrist it was
studios tapping his foot to some
sailing (OIl'5r<ls its starling
of that good 'ole music from the
point. Finally, he entered the
woods . He was a darkright door of Parker Hall as the
complected,
trim,
gangly,
Chancellor said, "Today. - the
University of... "
happy-go-lucky bicyclist. He
sauntered out the inside door to
the ramp and then out into the
Well. it's a dicrerent, and
open spaces of the parking Jot
certainly less classic than
Orwells 1984, but if Big Bro'
don't watch it the ecrements
are will the electric air circulator.
It'll be a very spontaneous
week at KMNR, just like
everywhere else in our fair
town. so just tune in, turn on
and dro.. .er rock on.
Barring any wars we'll see
most of you next fall and a few
p.m., Mon. thru Sat.
this summer too.

FRIDAY IS
STUDENT
DAY

8:30 a.m. to 9:30
2 p.m. to 9-p.m., Sunday
Forum Plaza Shopping Center Rolla, Mo.

.-

Kick it 4 hit kix U
Dr.D
"

~.

"

The nun in the
gr_y flannel suit
by Scott HftMk
I first met her at a cable television convention in New
Orleans about two years ago. She stood valiantly by her
booth and videotape recorder in the huge New Orleans
Convention Center, trying to interest people in subjects
much of the television world would have deemed
uninteresting.
Catholic education.
Raising children to be intelligent, informed, moral,
ethical and responsible adults.
It's not the kind of stuff most television programmers
are interested in.
She was back at the convention the following year.
This time it was in Las Vegas, and she seemed out of
place but more necessary than ever in a city that trades
in sin.
Her name is Sister Marie Claire Powell. She's a
Catholic nun. And her task is to supply the Catholic
Church in general and the Archdiocese of New Orleans
particularly with audio-visual material.

Technological miracle
This year Sister Marie Claire Powell outdid herself.
She was responsible for the production of perhaps one
of the most important Catholic television programs of the
year. It was the televised highlights of the Catholic
Education Conference and was broadcast by CBN
Satellite Service in April.
But more than the content itself, the distribution of
the program proved to be a modern technological
niiracle planned by a cunning mind as gentle as a dove.
Besides being distributed off satellite by the Christian
Broadcasting Network, hundreds of parochial schools,
parishes, and other church and education related
organizations around the country worked ·in close
cooperation with commercial television stations and
cable television operators to have the broadcast brought
locally into the classroom and church environment for
inter<.! sted students and viewers.
The
broadcast
also
represented
another
achievement-the voluntary cooperation of the cable
television operators, television stations and schools to
bring this program to many additional viewers through
special hookups. It was, in fact, an hour-long ad-hoc
network which never existed before.
The broadcast and its distribution were pioneering
efforts in the truest sense, uniting television, satellite,
cable TV, educational media, commercial and non-profit
enterprises for a common purpose.
Sister Marie Claire Powell is a slightly built
middle-aged Catholic nun who has spent most of her life
either in the classroom or behind a desk in the principal's
chair. Her acceptance of the role as producer and
director for the operation, as well as editor, organizer,
coordinator and even errand person who delivered the
tape to CBN headquarters, speaks highly for her
dedication and humility in the face of a technical
challenge from which others would cringe.
The program provided highlights of the Catholic
Educational Conference, yes . But more than that, it
showed what one individual can do with determination
and God on her side.
rv COIIPUlOG IIIYICEI. INC.

-Dewey's
Crab
Farm
Home Of The
Famous "Hand-picked Crab"
"You Know Boys,
I Hand-pick Only The
Best Crabs"
Guided Tours
Free Crabs For The Kids
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Koenig Kraziness

"Better Health Through Chemicals"
By BOB KOENIG
The last this reporter can
. recall he was driving up 44 from
Springfield when I was suddenly attacked by a band of
migr~ting bats on their way to
Lions Club for the races. As I
remember ' J was somewhere
south of Doolittle when my
heretofore silent radio erupted
with "a blast of obviously drugrelated ' noises_ Earlier the
previouS evening. I. in search of
a story. had been lead by a
'. woman of questionable intentions to a location where she
e1aimed the followers of a
strange new cult called the
. Discotos carried out their
mystic ceremonies. There this
reporter had been brainwashed
by the powers of a strangely
hypnotic music and implanted
with an atomic powered FM
broadcasting unit designed to

blast a four hour concert of the
89.7
Village
People
at
Megahertz. This unit. shaped
like a medium Bic pen. was to
be triggered and dropped near
the Mining Building.
Drug-crazed Rolla students
enraged by this broadcast
would destroy KMNR and then
prepare the airwaves for the
invasion by the polyester army
from the KCth dimension.
Near Jerome the incessant
pounding of this hypnotiC musiC
drove me to claw desperately in
the glove compartment until I
came up with a strange
package marked "take me." I
swallowed two and feeling no
immediate affects I battled the
pain until I reached Doolittle
when my previously unnoticed
radio burst to life. My hand
froze on the volume dial as the
music on the air fought that in

my brain for control of my
body.
Any reader who has ever
taken a thin layer of cells from
an onion and placed them under
a microscope in order to see
those cells explored in the heat
from the light below knows just
what was happening in this
reporter's brain.
Fortunately for me at tIIis
point the bats attacked the car.
I awoke seven hours later in the
company of an unidentified
fourteen-year-old
female
reSident of Newburg minus the
transmitter. Arriving in Rolla
in great pain I hurried to the
infirmary. As I walked in the
door the nurse turned and said.
"Mr. Koenig back for more blue
ones already. we never get any
complaints on those ...
So yet another threat to the
freedom
and
dignity . of

It Happened Here ...
50 yean ... tbIa week
Wet poll results in : 20% for enforcement, 36% for moderation.
and 44% for repeal of prohibition.

25 yean qo tbIa week
Professor J. B. Butler dies.

15 yean qo tbla week
New library to be built at site of Jackling Gymnasium.
5 years qo tbla wetlk
UMR purchases Thomas Jefferson Residence Hall.

i

Dear Editor :
Physics do not halp true in
It was then the
Rolla.
Geologists evoked their favorite
all
thesis.
namely
that
phenomena are possible given
enough time. temperature and
pressure.
This permitted boundary
conditions to be established
whereby time was expressed as
" shortly after publication of the
Miner". temperature as that
generated by the heat of the ·
museum article in the same and
pressure as that exerted by
those concerned about the
museum's condition . Thus a
favorable reaction did. indeed
occur. The roof is now repaired
and the museum has received
an excellent paint job. In fact
the workmanship is superb and

P.S. Guess what movie I saw
and enjoyed greatly this
weekend.
P.P.S. See you all next
semester as I
magically
transform into a "Super
Senior".

r~""''''''''''''''''''~·------·---·------1

We Got The Job Done
Newton hypotheSized that to
every action. or force. there is
an equal and OPPOSite reaction
or force. This has fascinated
SCientists and engineers ever
since and as such countless
experiments have been conducted to demonstrate its
validity . In order to confirm
that it is applicable even in
Holla. the Physicists and
Geologists of Norwood Hall
conducted an experiment. It
was arranged to have the roof
leak and water to run down the
walls of the Geology Museum
into the Cloud Physics Offices.
However as a result of this
carefully planned experiment
no reaction occurred and it was
suspected that even laws of

Rollailes was smashed by work
of the "Better Health Through
Chemicals" crowd at the infirmary and this reporter. See
you all "Where the Buffalo
Roam."

the facility looks the best it has
in years.
Lastly
the
experiment
revealed the value of combining
geologic thought and the laws of
physics. This of course was no
. surprise as the department also
offers degrees in geophysics.
Sincerely.
Gerald B. Rupert. Chairman
Department of
Geology & Geophysics

I
~
~

i
i\

RA Y'S CANOE
RENTAL

Rte. 1 Box 277 Steelville, Mo.
314·775·5697

Big Hug' ouquet
early.

«~&v!»
MOTHER'S DAY
IS MAY 11.

a Fry
For Only
From

99~
Offer Expires May 12, 1980
No Coupon Necessary

. A & W wishes you good
luck with finals & see you
next year!
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO

6 a.m.-ll p.m. ,
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

!
~

i

~

2 miles east of Meramec Springs on Hwy. 8
.~
We hav~ group rates
~_~~ ________________ J
\
Camping • Ice • Hot Showers
~

Send Mom our F.TD

·2 Coneys &

i

You'll be sending her beautiful fresh carnations for the times you lost your
shoes. White daisies for the times you lost yourself. And an exclusive FTO
hand-decorated Posy Pail™ for the times you forgot to remember. Call or
visit us today. We can send the Big Hug1ft' Bouquet just about anywhere .. .
the FTO way. And we have lots of other great Mother's Day ideas too .

&IP'!!!!!righl •
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"Final Testing"

~

them. It is a blasphemy so great
that even one given the bleSSing
of lhe gods, a 4.0 does shiver in
his shoes. Yes, even he! For,
behold! Next week it shall be
so; Final Testing has begun.
It is a sorrow great that we
should live in these tumultuous
times. Integrals and entropy,
circuits and casting methods;
all lack ultimate meaning. This
is reflected in our lifestyles as
"scholars" at this magnificent
nothing, UMR, do we contemplate the hereafter? Do we
elucidate the non-physical? Do
we even meditate on our
navels? NO! A great loss, I say.
But, I also question, what real
difference does anything make
when you hear, "This will be a
two-hour test ... "

* * * * * * * * * *
y

a..

(')U(Y) {, '<\

t\)e.\'~ '::>

(Y) o~

~ )1 h. --\-Yt~V\
1
V"'~'('C\."'" "",. "fi .

~

(Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one Qut!..Recelvilll!

Answers

l2uzzle

Again we have reached that
time of final reckoning, a time
that should' be heralded with
joy, for it marks the ending of
the "dull grind" for all and, for
some, (namely, those who have
persevered unto graduation),
m ovement into larger spheres.
But. it seems that things are not
as lhey should be. For, at times
like these, men's hearts quail
with an unknown dread, and a
black mist obscures the sun, the
grass, the stars.
What is this thing? you ask. It
Is a work which has its origins
in the ancient, accursed pages
of heathen texts, whose stinking roots have intermingled
lhemselves amidst the life of
our culture so thoroughly that
we will perhaps never be rid of

Thursday. January 31. 1980
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I had a great time last
weekend when I went out to
Lake of the Ozarks. Did you
know it has 1,260 miles of
shoreline which is ideal to get
lost in with a gal and a canoe
though it's great with just a gal,
too !
One thing that is a true
essential down here is good
beer . From what I've learned,
it's a staple item with most

students. I've even heard that in
some of the fraternities they
have a pipeline running straight
from a brewery. In the
restaurants around here you
can pick out the _UMR students
real fast; they're the ones
drinking beer with their apple
pie.
The discos around here are
really fantastic. They have
lighting and sound systems that
will put your head in the clouds
and your hands where they
shouldn't be. Anytime you see a
UMR guy ant:' gal together on
the dance floor, it makes you

A generation ago when dad
trudged back to the college
campus after winter vacation,
he carried a slide rule, a goldfilled fountain pen and abundant memories of snowy slopes
and ski-lodge romances.
Today's student carries a
sophisticated
electronic
calculator, a portable cassette
tape recorder and memories of
well, some things never
change .
"While the cassette recorder
isn't ever likely to replace the
written work, it is being used in
a variety of innovative ways by
sharp students seeking a
competitive
edge,"
says
Memorex audio development
manager Fred Sischka.
Taping lectures' for later
review and study is a wellknown use with obvious advantages. But fertile, youthful
minds are finding even more
inventive uses these days, says
Sischka. For example:
The Cassette Tutor - Likely
exam questions and answers
are
recorded.
When
the
questions are played back, the
machine is stopped, allowing
time for a reply. Then the
correct answer is played back.
(Cassette tutors can get testy,
too. "No. dummy. 'H-e' is the
symbol for helium; it's not a
pronoun.")
Recorded Interviews - Many
students are simplifying termpaper tasks by recording interviews with primary sources.
When it's recorded on tape, you
know the quote is right.
Talking Letters - The personal warmth of the . human
voice and a few appropriate
sound effects are giving new
meaning to the letter home.

wonder whether they're going
to make out all right. But they
don't leave you wondering long.
I think people are just
naturally friendlier down here
than up north. A lot of the girls
have
been
giving
me
meaningful glances and some of
the guys have invited me to a
beer drinking and snipe hunting
party next Saturday night. I'll
write about it next time.
Catch ya later,
Oshkosh B 'gosh
P.S. Keep those cards and
letters coming!

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p .m .

Forum Plaza

6 Oz . Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

"'-.
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Oh The Calculator

Dear Joe, Mike,
& the Gang Back Home
Now that I've been going to
UMR for more than a month I
thought I'd write back and tell
you about it. They're showing
me plenty down here in
M issouri. Yesterday, for instance, I saw a gorgeous chick
standing on a windy corner. I
repeat, they're showing me
plenty! If the legs I've seen here
art' a true average there's going
to be one more door to door
hosiery salesman down here.

student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little t.!!he~I!!!!:~!2!._-==::!!

(';Dear Mom: The sound you
hear in the background is the
Dean of Men sharpening his
fangs. Regrettably, his mind
has finally snapped, and I am
being held captive in his office.
Please send ransom money
aaargh!")
Research
Recording
Dictating data on tape can save
time and energy. The material
can easily be reviewed in this
form and can always be converted to notes if needed.
Foreign Language Drill Phrases,
translations
and
repetition drills can be recorded
and played back. And students
. can hear their pronunciation.
("Donde esta mis zapatas?
Where are my shoes?" Your
roommate is wearing them. )
TV Recording - Rather than
a "vast wasteland," TV is a
veritable gold mine to many
students.
Recording
TV
soundtracks'
for
future
reference
or
analYSis
is
becoming increasingly popular.
Self-Critiques - Students say
critiques are critical if you want
to make that speech sound "just
right," whether it's for a public
speaking class, a run at the
sorority presidency or accepting the Heisman Trophy.
According the Memorex's
Sischka, a few Simple methods
can insure quality recording.
He suggests using a microphone
stand, like those sold with most
mikes, when recording.
"If you don't have a stand,
you
should
isolate
the
microphone to reduce the effects of vibration on the

11
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first
15:2:
recoromg," Sischka says. A soft
material such a foam rubber or
thick toweling can be used as a
temporary holder he says.
Recording at the highest
acceptable volume and keeping
the microphone near the sound
source will also help, Sischka
adds.
Innovative uses for the
portable tape cassette recorder
on the college campus seem to
know no limit. As one campus
wag puts it, "It isn 't just for
lectures anymore."

.....

DELICIOLis MEXICAN
FOOD
Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches
Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS
Closed Mondays
Hwy. 63 S. Rollo
364·1971

-

Come in
and see if
we've got
the books
you're
looking for
summer
classes
Campus Book
Store
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PiKA Fun Run
SUbmitted By

PI Kappa Alpha

lys.Asoft
bbero r

The
Rolla
CollegeCommunity Fun Run turned ou(
to be a big success with nearly
$1000 going to the Rolla Kiwanis
Club's fund for the building of a
newall-weather track. The race
was held on Sunday, April 20
which turned out to be a very
warm
day.
As
expected
Olympian Craig Virgin took
first place with a time of
15 :22.9, 1:27 better than the
second place finisher. "That is
a pretty average time for me,"

1ISed as a

lys.

r

Sischka

for the
recorder

i

!

seem to
campus
jusl for

~
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'110

Pi Kappa Alpha won the
participation award, as it had 24
members entered in the Fun
Run. Kappa Sigma was a close
second with 19 members entered ..
There was some very strong
competition from the UMR
faculty including the "Half Fast
Faculty" team who's members
came from the Engineering
Management Dept, Mechanical

Classifieds

highest
keeping

!he SOUnd

he said. "I had a hard race last
night (Saturday) in Champaigne, lllinois and was a little
stiff and tired ."

This is to Ihe graduating nerd with
the
angel 's
smile
who
has
brightened the Quad ever since I can
remember . From one of your admirers who's sorry 10 see you leave.

5200 per mo. rent ($66.67 a piece l.
For info.. call Steve at 364-8450.

Q.N. - You're the nicest girl
around. 11 you ever need someone 10
be there. let me know. - E.O .

Happy 21st Patty D. Maybe now
you won·t play with your food. W.C.

NEED SOMETHING TYPED? I
have an IBM Correcting Selectric
and 10 speedy fingers ready to type
your term paper. dissertation,
thesis. job application, resume. or
Greal American novel ( even if it has
equations - ugh!) Call Peggy at 341·
2399, evenings.

NOTICE : 11 you ever had a class
with Bailey or Wyckoff you are invited to a party at the PiKA house on
Friday. May 9, 1:30 p.m .-? Bailey
and Wyckoff are buying. See ya!

A calculator has been found in the
Physics Building. Call 341 -4716 or
come to Room 212 Physics.

NOTICE : Bob Darnell's hickey is
finally gone .

Female roommate wanted for
summer semester (and following
semesters) Please call Chris at 3642748.
R.B. - They were only right about
one thing ... you do have beautiful
blue eyes. Have a great summer. L .

RIDERS WANTED - I'm taking
1·80 from Omaha to San Francisco
after finals and would like a rider to
share expenses, could possibly
reroute trip to hit a different city.
Contact Wayne Carson. Rm. 40,
Rolla·Mo. Inn. 364·9976.

Party Animals plus Patty - Don 't
forget the all nighter next Thurs.
Signed the Pres.

Two mate roommates needed to
share costs in two bedroom house
(Oak and 3rd SI.) over the summer.

Looking lor someone to rent
apartment over summer. For more
information call 364·3808 .

Party September 8th at 8: 43!

1--._-.-.. _ _ _ •...--•.-._. _ _ _•_ _ _
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NOW,
~
A SECURITY SERVICE YOU
~
~
CAN FEEL AT HOME
~
~
WITH...
~
\ FROM UNITED TELEPHONE COMPANY ~

~

Engr.
Dept.,
and
the
Harry
Humanities
Dept.;
Weart's team from the School of
Mines and Met.; and two
professors
from
Chemical
Engineering: Gary Patterson
and Gary Long. Also entered
was an ROTC team.
The top ten finishers were:
1. Craig Virgin
15:22.9
2. Dennis Baumstark, UMR
16:09.8
3. Mike DePasquale, UMR
16: 11.4
4. Clint Campbell, UMR 16: 14.0
5. Brent Haefner, UMR 16:20.4

"What do you mean this is the wrong house?"
( Photo by Schaeffer)

Nu es
Have
Sale
On May 18, 1980, the nuclear
engineering dept. will have a
going out of business sale. The
following are some of the articles that will be sold.
1 - 19-foot long, Hoot wide
and 27-foot deep concrete indoor
heated swimming pool. Would
make a great conversation
piece.
1
Large tin building
(shackl. With a little cleaning
up it would make a perfect hog
farrowing house.
10,512 - Issues of Playboy
and Penthouse. While supplies
last.
51 - Records of "MELTDOWN FEVER" song by
Ralphy Nader and his Union of
Concerned "Scientists."
32'f, Slightly mutilated
posters of Ralph Nader. Great
targets for dart boards, rifle
ranges, etc. Can also be used for
toilet paper.
58'/. - New or slightly used
nuclear bombs. Also a fine
collection of nuclear bomb kits
for the mechanically inclined.
Great for the 4th of July.
1 - Polaris nuclear sub.
Needs new clutch and brakes.

a potpourri of ....~ .. The following is a whimsical new course offering for
Farcical University:
JtlIIIIqIIIIMIlt
·IOIA
Personnel
MIID8gem.ent

A_...,....,.:

'lbeory ud Practice Instructor:
JUeIwod c..eIIioII CNdIt: 2 bra. lee • 2 bra. lab.
A practical look at assassination that examines a
short history of infamous assassins, the role
assassination has played in the U.S., Russia, Germany,
Cuba and others. Also presented are the various
methods used and the success or failures of each effort.
Prerequisite : Military Science 1000, Sniping l.

Next week:
Liberal Arts 2000, How to be a good Communist, from
FarceU.
Each week the Miner will describe one of the
fasinating courses offered by our Sister University Old Farce U.

"Feed One Adult for $7.06 Weekly."
Includes I lb. meal daily, choice of 8 fresh vegetables and grains.
For Free Delails Wrile: K . B.

P.O. Box 158 "M"
Deland , III. 61839

C}lj;Zothers are for cl:?ovingooo
and ~emembering!

With the ever present threats of burglary, fire and ~
1 medical emergencies in your home, a security and ~
~ alarm system from United Telephone Company could ~
\ be the most important investment you could make for \
your family's safety and well being.
~

This Mother's Day, tell Mom you care with this

I

\ You are cordially invited to attend a demonstration of

I this remarkable new system on:

i

and a matching pendant, designed by
Jewelmont. They're 14K yellow gold

DESIG N BY

I
I

with rich, green emeralds in the

JE'NELMONT', ,

center. Truly a perfect gift ..

I

The entrance and parking is at the rear of the
1 bUilding .

.
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~
\

Monday, May 12, from 6-9 p.m.
United Telephone Company Phone Shop
1100 Elm, Rolla, Mo.

\
\
\

enchanting gift of heart shaped earrings,

~

for the perfect Moml
110

~~~

\
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\

United Telephone

\

P.o. Box 1099
Rolla , Mo. 65401

\

~
t

You know you can always call on us
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Miners End Season On Sour Note
By JOHN CROW

In UMR baseball last week,
Miners
played
two
the
doubleheaders. On Thursday,
April 3rd, our baseballers lost a
twinbilJ to Central Mo. State
here in Rolla and on Saturday
the Miners dropped two to
Southwest
Mo.
State
in
Springfield.

On Thursday against Central,
the Miners lost the first game
1(}-5 to snap a seven game
winning streak, Ken EiHert hit
an inside-the-park home run in
this game to provide some
spark for Miner fans. UMR
dropped the second game &-2
but EiHert once again sparkled
at the plate as he went 3 for 3.
Against Southwest Saturday,

the Miners lost both ends of a
doubleheader by scores of 11-5
and 7-6. In the first game, the
Miners were never in the
contest. Southwest scored 3
runs in the third then exploded
for 7 in the fourth . SMS added
one more in the sixth as Jeff
Walters took the loss for UMR.
The

second

game

was

a

heartbreaker for the Miners.
Joe Feldman had started on the
mound and was replaced in the
bottom of the sixth with men on
first and second with no outs
and the Miners leading &-2. Ron
Fisher came in and retired the
first two men he faced. Then he
gave up a walk to load the bases
and SMS's cleanup hitter, Mark
Bailey, stepped to the plate and

sent a shot sailing over the right
centerfield fence to put SMS
ahead to stay 7-6. Bailey went 4
for 4 with 5 RBI to pace the
Southwest club to their 7-6 win.
Fisher took the loss for the
Miners who are now through
with their season and are no
longer in contention for the
MIAA
conference
championship.
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UMR Track

lux Off by
.8 Seconds
By JOHN DANIEL
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Rick Lux won the 800 meter
run at the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association Conference track
meet in Cape Girardeau last
weekend, but the Miners had to
settle for last place in the meet.
Lincoln edged Northeast for the
official team title, even though
Southeast finished the meet
with the most points. Southeast
is not eligible for the conference
championship because they are
on MlAA probationary status.
Southeast finished with 145
points, while Lincoln had 137
and Northeast had 132 points.
Northwest finished with 122
points, followed by Central with
94, Southwest with 82, and the
Miners with 18 pOints.
Lux won his specialty in a
UMR school record time of
1: 52.8 and Rick Welsh took fifth
in the 400 meter intermediate
hurdles with a personal best of
54.5 seconds. Welsh was also
fifth in the 110 meter high
hurdles in 15.8 seconds, while
the 1600 meter relay team was
fifth in 3: 21.6 and the 400 meter
relay team was fifth in 43.0
seconds.
Lux is just off the NCAA
Division II national qualifying
time of 1: 52.1 in the 800 meters
while Welsh is closing in on the
school record of 54.3 in the 400
meter intermediate hurdles as
well as the national qualifying
time of 53.4 seconds. Coach
Allgood will send these two

L

Two
courses
in
"Horsemanship " will be offered at
the University of MissouriRolla starting in the fall
semester of 1980.

Page 10
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Course In Horsemanship
SOURCE:OPI
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The courses will be for
beginning and intermediate
horsemen and will cover basic
horse selection (including parts
of the horse), conformation,
disposition
and soundness.
There also will be a review of
breeds, tack selection and
stable management.

Riding will be taught with
Western or English hunt seat,
and students may rent or bring
their own horse. Stabling
cindermen to the Missouri ' facilities will be available.
Intercollegiate Track Meet in
Columbia this weekend to give '
The advanced course will get
them one more chance to into matters related to the
qualify for the national meet in preparation of the horse for
California.
showing.

Mary Ann Walker of Union.
Mo.. will be the course instructor. and she and her
husband.
Herb. ' are
no
strangers to St. Louis area
horsemen. The Walkers' accomplishments in ' the horse
show arena are numerous and
well-known across the Midwest.
They have trained or finished
11 paint champions. one youth
champion. numerous futurity
winners and two national
champions. Horses they have
trained have been high-point
all-around horses 'in Missouri
five times. and in 1979. "Marcella Reed." their mare, won
both the Illinois and, Missouri
high-point horse award.
The Walkers should be able to
bring many new concepts to
area horsemen. as they do not

specialize in one event ... they do
it all! From jumping to roping.
they have the expertise.
The UMR courses will be
offered at 1: 30 and 3 : 30 p.m.
Tuesday afternoons during the
fall semester. An indoor arena
on the outskirts of Rolla will be
used for the stabling of horses
as well as for class work.
These courses hopefully will
add a new dimension for
providing education in this
exciting field. For further information. contact the 'UMR
Athletic Department. MultiPurpose Building. Rolla . Mo.
65401. phone: 341-4175.
With a greater emphasis on
outdoor
recreation .
the
University also will have tennis.
swimming and golf available
this fall.

ASK THEM WHY

'EEY -====-

SPORT shop ~~o:~~

"Special izing in
Printed Sportswear"
T-Shirts, Jerseys
Sweat Clothing, Coaches
Shirts & Sport Shoes

Silk-Screening, Heat
Transfers & Sewn On
Many Styles
and Colors
To Choose From

Ask a Peace Corps volunteer why he teaches business
marketing techniques to vegetable farmers in Costa
Rica. Ask a VISTA volunteer why she organizes the
rural poor in Arkansas to set-up food co-ops. They'll
probably say they want to help people, want to use
their skills, be involved in social change, maybe travel,
learn a new language or experience another culture.
Ask them:

WRITE OR CALL VISTA/PEACE CORPS .
II GATEWAY CENTER 318
KANSAS CITY , KS 66 101

~)

374- 4556
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TKE Takes Softball Championshi p
By GERRY GOEKE
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Tau Kappa Epsilon won the
1980 Men's Intramural Softball

Championship by beating GDI
7-4 in the finals last Thursday

night. Triangle edged out Phi
Kappa Theta to take the third
place crown, winni!lg 4-3. In
Division II, Kappa Alpha
defeated Lambda Chi Alpha 4-1
to take the Division II Championship, and Beta Sig really
look it 10 HHA. swatting for :14
runs to RHA's 15. On the
women's side Kappa Delta beat
AWS 18-12 to take the Women's
Softball Championship.
Phi Kappa Theta won League

I of Division I with a &-1 record.
Triangle, Sigma Nu, and TJHA
tied for second place with 5-2
records, and Triangle got the
lone tail on the coin flip to get
the second playoU spot. In
League II of Division I, Tau
Kappa Epsilon took the laurels
with a 5-2 record. GDI, which
took the· second playoU spot,
had an identical 5-2 slate, but
their loss to TKE delegated
them to the runner-up spot.
In Division II, Lambada Chi
Alpha and Kappa Alpha had
identical 5-1 records to lead the
pace in League I, but Lambda
Chi's victory over KA gave
them first place honors. In

League II of Division II, Beta
Sig, the only undefeated team of
the entire season, took first with
their 6-0 record. RHA took
second with a 5-1 slate.
Playoff action commenced
Monday night, as the semifinals in both Divisions were
played. In Division I, TKE beat
out Triangle 9-7, and GDI upset
Phi Kap, beating them 17-11.
Lambda Chi got two touchdoWns to RHA's touchdown and
a field goal to win 14-10 In
Division II action, and KA upset
previously unbeaten Beta Sig
13-11.

FINAL STANDINGS

DtvtsloaI
Lequel
PhiKap
Triangle
SigNu
TJHA
Wesley
Tech
Theta Xi

&-1
5-2
5-2
5-2
2-5
2-5
2-5

ASS

Hi

TKE
GDI
SigEp
SigPi
KappaSig
PiKA
Campus
Mates

5-2
5-2
4-3
4-3
3-4
3-4
2-4
1-5

DtvtRoDD
LMpeI
Lambda Chi
KA

5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
1-5
1-5

BSU
DeltaSig
Delta Tau
CCH

CSA
BetaSig
RHA
SlgTau
Manor Inn
AEPI
FELA
Acacia

6-0

5-1
4-2

3-3
4-2
1-5
CH
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Sig Ep, Once Again Takes First
By GERRY GOEKE

Results have yet. to be
tabulated for Badminton and
Horseshoes, but preliminary
indications are that Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity has won the
1979-80 Overall Intramural

Championship. This is the
second year in a row that they
won Intramurals, and without
the Badminton and Horseshoes
results, they lead second place
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
by 125 points.
Tau Kappa EpSilon, which

Multi·
lila, Mo.

BUY A FULLY
EQUIPPED

Ihasis on
the
etennis,
available

(including air conditioning)

'ao Olds
Olds Cutlass
V-6 Economy
20 City/27 Hwy .

or

'ao

Buick

Regal
as low as

Cutlass

>(11

se
vel,
Jre.

Congratulations to Sigma Phi
EpSilon, 1979-80 Intramural
Champions!

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine

Rolla. Mo.
'-::I'
d:1'

364-5581
d:lI===:lm

Buick Regal
V-6 Economy
20 City!27 Hwy.

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing
especially designed for UMR graduates.
BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!

BUY .O NE AND SAVE

Schweiss
Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMC/ Jeep
500 Hwy . 63 S. Rollo 364-1323
Open 8 to 7 Sat . till 4 p .m .

95 217 1680
55173 1613
130 210 1592
55189 1546
82.5 180 1516
55 173 1255.5
55 155 1185
55180 1161
110 157 1119.5
157 1086
188
967
121
729
155
860
137
725
137
491

SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplies

~

Buick Skylark-Oldsmobile Omega
NOW IN STOCK-WHILE THEY LAST

ess
,sta
the

As noted before. these results
are tentative, and the results
from Badminton and Horseshoes could shuffle a few
places around.

INTRAMURAL STANDINGS Lambda Chi
TracJt Softball Total DeltaSig
SlgEp
120
235 2386.5 Campus Club
TKE
300 2261 SigTau
90
SigNu
135
255 2258.5 Wesley
KappaSig
150
210 2215 Manor Inn
PhiKap
125
270 2178 ABS
TJHA
102.5
255 2152.5 Theta Xi
RHA
145
201 2141 Delta Tau
PiKA
102.5
210 2008.5 AEPi
KA
82.5
225 1969.5 BSU
Gdi
290
1944 Acacia
BetaSig
72.5
209
1924 Mates
Triangle
72.5
280
1854 CSA
SigPi
140
235 1813 FELA
Tech Eng.
115
180 1742.5

Supreme

$6,495 00

Delivered

has 2261 points, leads third
place Sigma Nu by just 2.5
points. They should be able to
hold on to their runner-up berth
though, due to a better finish in
both Horseshoes and Badminton. Kappa Sigma is fourth,
trailing Sigma Nu's 2258.5
points by 43.5 points. Phi Kappa
Theta took (ifth place overall
. with a strong finish , ending up
with 2178 points.

A LOUSY gge
Here 's a carry-out deal you can't refuse. Order
a large or medium pizza to go and we'll slip
two of these 32 oz. cartons of Coke around your
mitt for a lousy 99' more. Now that's a
. carry-out deal you can't refuse. But hurry,
offer expires May 30, 1980.

Godfather's PizzaTM
Forum Plaza
Shopping Center
364-3214
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Course-Offered In Camping
SOURCE:OPI
Beginning with the fall
semester, the University of
Missouri-Rolla
will
offer
"Camping and Backpacking"
as
a
one-hour
physical
education credit course.
The course will be presented
in an attempt to make the
pursuit of nature not only more
enjoyable .. but less expensive!
"We will be learning how to
pack the backpack in regard to
weight
distribution,"
said
course
instructor
Sarah
Preston. " The class also will be
taught concepts of orienteering
and the use of topographical
maps."
Preston stressed that there
are five types of campgrounds
available to the American
public: National Darks, national
forests, state parks, county and
regional pa rks and commercial
campgrounds.
No matter what type of
camping you prefer, the course
instruction on chOOSing personal eqUipment, clothing, food,

11111
l"

can be quite useful. "
After all the iterns on the
course are completed, an actual.
camping and backpacking
outing will be featuriid.
"We will take a weekend trip,
with the students helping plan
the format and put to use things
learned in the class," Preston
said. "It should give us a good

chance to see how the work in hoping that it will be a very
the classroom can be applied to . helpful aid to their outdoor
the outdoor situations."
recreation, "
Preston
conThe class will meet each cluded.
Tuesday night during the fall
For more information, please
semester from 7-9- in the MultiPurpose Building at UMR.
contact Preston at the UMR
"Students have shown an Athletic Department, phone:
interest in having a class of this 341-4175.
nature established, and we are

Watercolors Taught At UMR
SOURCE:OPI
A I(}-week non-credit course
in watercolor painting will be
taught at the University of
Missouri-Rolla starting May 5.
Bill McFarland, who has
taught previous courses in
watercolor at UMR, will be the
instructor.
Classes will meet from 7 to 10
p.m. each Monday in Room 101,

Shaft

'i:::

il'I'

shelter, etc., will be a handy
addition to your outdoor
knowledge.
And there will be added
highlights.
"Some time will be spent on
constructing a solar food dryer
to prepare food for camping and
backpacking," Preston said.
.. It is very easy to construct and

T-7. Fee for the course is $85
and students furnish their own
supplies.
McFarland says that the
course will include instruction
for both beginning and intermediate students. While it is
not required, it will be helpful if
the student possesses drawing
skills.
Students will become familiar

1107 Pin.
Rolla, Missouri

Open 11:30 a.m .-1:00 a.m. daily

Hot Sandwiches. Hot Chili Made Daily

with transparent watercolor
media and techniques in landscape painting. Emphasis will
be placed on the techniques of
transparent watercolor, using
both dry brush and wet-on-wet
approaches
to
painting.
Students will iearn the use of
basic elements of perspective,
light and shadow, texture and
pattern, color, and various
types of washes.
Subjects will be provided
from
sketches,
painting
demonstrations and slides, and
opportunities will be provided
for outdoor painting when
weather permits. Students will
complete a number of paintings
during the course.
McFarland, a native of
Missouri, spent most of his
adult years in Washington,
D.C., and Dallas, Tex. While in
Texas, he turned to serious .

study of watercolor and he has
studied
under outstanding
artists in that field.
He has exhibited in galleries
and shows in Texas and
Missouri and his paintings hang
in private collections across the
United States. He is a member
of the Texas Area Artists
ASSOCiation,
Southwestern
Watercolor Society, and the SI.
Louis Artists GUild.
The course is a continuing
education activity of the music
and art program at UMR.
For additional information,
contact Norma Fleming at
UMR, telephone 341-4201, or Bill
McFarland. 1106 E. Ninth.
Rolla. telephone 341-3205.

FORUM PLAZA
3 RD ANNIVERSARY SALE!
J

May8,9,&10

Thursday, Friday & Saturday

Special Bargains!

Shriner's Clowns

for these groups

Saturday, May 10

rsday (Sr. Citizens Day.)
ALL DAY
Friday (StUdent's Day.)
They will entertain children during
the Fashion Show. Children's games
Saturday ( Ladies Day.)
and prizes.
.

~-

Stanley's Garden
Center
PLANT SALE

200/0 off plants
With coupons available at any participating
merchant.

